
Grade Level: 1st Knowledge Skills Application
Supporting Teacher Material:     
Let Me Learn

•      Understands learning 
occurs everywhere

•      Can make decisions among 
choices for answers along a 
continuum

•      Can see learning patterns in 
the world around

•      Understands use of learning 
patterns within the mind (I 
think; I do; I feel)

•      Can complete the LCI Form 
I with validity

•      Can see learning patterns in 
the characters of the books 
read

•      Understands each of the 
four learning patterns: 
Sequence, Precision, Technical 
Reasoning, and Confluence

Grade Level: 2nd Knowledge Skills Application
Supporting Teacher Material:     
Let Me Learn

•         Knows where he/she 
learns best

•         Can express how I think, 
feel, and do with one task

•         Can apply knowledge of  
at least one of the four learning 
patterns in an assignment

•         Can explain each of the 
four learning patterns and their 
distinctions

•         Can work with  a peer  and 
recognize differences in each 
others’ patterns

•         Understands the 
importance of listening and 
learning from peers

Grade Level: 3rd Knowledge Skills Application
Supporting Teacher Material:     
Let Me Learn

•         Knows personal learning 
pattern scores and what each 
means. 

•      Can complete a graph of 
use of individual learning 
patterns.

•      Can apply knowledge of 
LML to literary characters.

The Learning Detective   for 
students and Teachers’ 
Facilitator’s Guide

•         Knows what it means to 
Forge, Intensify, and Tether 
learning patterns to FIT the 
assignment. 

•      Can recognize how 
characters use LML patterns to 
problem solve.

•      Can apply LML vocabulary 
in analysis of the problem and 
solution.

•      Can complete a basic 
strategy card.

•         Can see learning patterns 
in every task.

Grade Level: 4th Knowledge Skills Application
Supporting Teacher Material:     
Let Me Learn

•         Looks at an assignment 
and knows what patterns  are 
needed.

•         Uses learning patterns 
with intention in teambuilding.

•         Can work alone using 
personal  strategies

The Learning Detective   for 
students and Teachers’ 
Facilitator’s Guide

•         Knows and uses the 
metacognition lexicon including 
words such as:  Mull, Connect, 
Rehearse, Express, Assess, 
Reflect, Revisit

•         Uses strategies used by 
team members to develop 
personal bank of learning 
strategies.

•         Can use strategies for 
various tasks and situations in 
and outside of school.

•         Understands the 
importance of hearing and 
responding to internal talk of 
learning patterns.

•         Builds a team covenant in 
science groups. 

•         Can use writing strategies 
to develop successful on-
demand writing products.

•         Begins to use personal 
strategies in teambuilding.
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Grade Level: 5th Knowledge Skills Application
Supporting Teacher Material:     
Honoring the Learner

•      Knows personal learning 
patterns and their interaction

•      Decodes assignments, 
tests, and projects in various 
subject matter with mastery. 
(Math emphasis including word 
problems).

•      Can adjust to multiple 
classroom settings and various 
teacher-classroom 
environments

Math All Around Us  for 
students and Teacher’s 
Facilitator’s Guide

•      Understands the concept 
and process of metacognition.

•      Identifies the patterns of 
each teacher in which the 
learner finds him/herself

•      Can develop personal 
strategy cards for various 
subject matter.

•      Knows the importance of 
self-assessment and reflective 
practice as a learner.

•      Does “team”ing with 
mastery.

•      Can apply learning patterns 
to various aspects of learning 
math concepts.

•      Understands learning 
patterns peculiar to varying 
subject matter.

Grade Level: 6th Knowledge Skills Application
Supporting Teacher Material:     
Honoring the Learner 

•         Knows how to articulate 
thoughts in writing regardless 
of learning pattern combination.

•         Can decode test items 
including reading items, writing 
on demand, and math word 
problems.

•         Can decode test rubrics 
and weigh their expectations in 
the balance against various 
types of test items.

Yes I Can! Taking on the 
Challenge of Test-Taking  for 
students and Teacher’s 
Facilitator Guide

•         Knows the importance of   
including references to learning 
patterns when developing 
personal learning plan.

•         Can use personal 
strategies to prepare for and 
use during test-taking.

•         Can use knowledge of  
learning patterns during test 
preparation and test-taking 
including high stakes, 
standardized tests, and in-class 
chapter tests and quizzes.

•         Knows the significance of 
being able to articulate learning 
processes to school personnel: 
guidance, teacher, and 
coaches.

•         Can present learning 
issues in an articulate manner 
when in discussions with 
teachers, counselors, and 
parents.

Grade Level: 7th Knowledge Skills Application
Supporting Teacher Material:     
Finding Your Way: Navigating 
Life by Understanding Your 
Learning Self

•         Knows the linkage 
between learning patterns and 
careers.

•      Can address challenging 
learning situations where stress 
might ordinarily take its toll and 
use awareness of personal 
learning patterns to succeed.

•         Can examine biographies 
through the lenses of the 
patterns.

Career Explorer  for students 
and Teachers’ Facilitator’s 
Guide

•         Understands the power of 
learning patterns and their 
linkage to personal fulfillment 
and success.

•      Can use self knowledge 
and self-awareness to engage 
mentors, teachers, and 
coaches in discussion of 
learning plans.

•         Can interview career 
models and understand the 
learning patterns that have 
shaped their success.

•         Recognizes the 
importance of exploring various 
aspects of careers through the 
lens of learning patterns.
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Grade Level: 8th Knowledge Skills Application
Supporting Teacher Material:     •         Knows the lexicon of 

learning terms and how they 
FIT various situations and 
assignment.

•         Can read a learning 
environment and respond 
appropriately to it.

•         Can transition into high 
school as a confident learner 
ready for a new learning 
environment of greater 
independence.

Finding Your Way: Navigating 
Life by Understanding Your 
Learning Self

•         Recognizes the 
importance of matching pattern 
use to others’ expectations.

•         Can present a clear, 
concise document which 
explains self as learner.

•         Understands importance 
and positive effect which 
communicating personal 
learning patterns has to 
adjusting to new learning 
environments. 

•         Can develop a learning 
passport which documents the 
learner’s journey through the 
first 8 years of school.

•         Can develop a learner-
resume.
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